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PRESS RELEASE: Dole Ireland selects Glantus to Automate Statement Reconciliation 











SolutionsPlatform






Unlock your organization's full potential with Basware's cutting-edge AP solutions.



Platform Modules
Audit & Recovery
Technology driven audit services to expedite and maximise recoveries.

Overpayment Prevention
Proactively identify, prevent and facilitate recovery of overpayments from your ERP and P-card systems

Fraud & Compliance
Identify potentially fraudulent activity, prohibited vendors, questionable transactions, and procedural failures to ensure compliance.

Process Analytics
Visibility into data across multiple ERP systems all in one view for reporting and KPIs.

Vendor Master Analysis
Analyse vendor status, trending, aging, payment terms, duplicate suppliers, data quality, and other areas for improvement.

Spend Analytics
Analyse spend across systems and organisational structures to identify trends, risks and optimisation opportunities.

Statement Reconciliation
Intelligent technology empowers your team to spend their time solving, not matching.

Document Workflow
Enabling touchless invoice processing to strengthen spend control.
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News & resourcesEventsLet's talk
Harnessing technology to drive innovation
Unlocking efficiencies in AP to maximise working capital










DataShark enables a fully digital Accounts Payable function.










Platform Modules





Glantus works hard to make it easy
$1.6T
Spend protected
50+
Countries served
300+
Corporate customers
120M
Payments facilitated









Our cutting-edge technology liberates the finance function to drive efficiency, savings and growth.










Connect your finance data for new insights.
Unlock the power of technology and data analytics to create unparalleled visualisation of your current operations and enable future strategic planning for finance decision-makers. Glantus enables data-driven decisions to inform strategy.

Learn More









Introducing enhanced AP capabilities with Basware
Glantus is now part of the Basware family. Discover how you can unlock your organization's full potential with Basware's cutting-edge AP solutions.

Learn More


Leading AP teams choose Glantus technology

Drive new levels of efficiency with highly targeted automation
At Glantus, we are creating a world in which data and technology are the differentiators for creating transformation, lasting impact, and catalysts for successful progressive and practical opportunities.
Case Studies
With GlantusHighlight missing
invoices, open credits, and
invoice errors to correct,
before payment.


With GlantusSee an 80% boost in invoice processing efficiency - with highly targeted automation.


With GlantusEliminate duplicate payments. Get a Personalised Assessment Report directly
from POC data. 



With GlantusIdentification and recovery  of overpayments in disbursements quicker - more accurate results than competitors with up to $1M   recovered per Billion of spend reviewed.











Start your AP optimisation journey with Glantus
Let's Talk 
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+353 1 889 5300




+44 203 787 4457




+1 800 898 1858info@glantus.com
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